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NEW COSMIC RAY DETECTOR FROM ~ ON PIONEER FLIGHT _... TO lAUNCH IN MID-AUGUST 
EARLIER DATA PROVIDES FIRST DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOlAR ATMOSPHERE 

DALLAS -

For the second time in a few months, the Graduate Research Center will join in a major 

program to map interplanetary space. The "tools" are cosmic rays, or energetic 

particles, that stream in the solar wind. 

A small detector will be aboard the second of a new series of Pioneer 

interplanetary survey craft. Pioneer B (to be re-named Pioneer VII after successful 

launch) is scheduled for solar orbit from Cape Kennedy, no earlier than August 15. 

Its predecessor, Pioneer A/VI, produced a font of new knowledge that has been 

fitted into the first detailed description of the solar atmosphere. This is the region 

around the sun containing the solar wind and at least the near planets, including Earth. 

The GRC cosmic ray experiment on Pioneer VI will be duplicated (with improved 

"seeing" capability) on the coming flighto Designed under supervision of Profo Kenneth 

G. MCCracken, Atmospheric and Space Sciences Division, the detector is a less-than... five ,f, 
pound package that "sees" energetic particles as they strike on a plastic-cupped crystal. 

The amount and duration of light produced by the impacts is turned into signals that 

define particle energy. Directions of particle arrival are determined by an electronic 

clock that re... sets as the rotating space craft senses "high noon" each second. 

* * * 
Pioneer B will fly an "out" mission, moving in six and one...half months to about 

12 million miles outside the Earthrs orbit. It will then be about 105 million miles from 

the sun and about 34 million miles behind the Earth on a parallel orbit. 
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Pioneer VI flew "in", catching up with Earth in a little less than three months 

after its December 16, 1965, launch and speeding to within 77 million miles of the sun 

in five months. Its year in orbit will be about 310 Earth days. 

The new spacecraft is aimed to pass through the the tail of the Earth's tear-drop 

shaped magnetosphere at about 3.5 million miles out. The cavity in the solar wind 

produced by Earth's magnetic field is streamed away from the sun, and was reported by 

Luna 10 as far out as the orbit of the Moon, abo9t 240,000 miles. 

Model of Solar Atmosphere from Pioneer VI Results 

The 140-pound, drum-shaped Pioneers, unique in that they are "spinners", 

continuously scan full circles in the plane of the Earth's orbit. They have a 10 times higher 

data rate than previous interplanetary space craft for major parts of their missions. 

This ability to "talk faster" to tracking stations produced more than 400 million 

instrument readings from Pioneer VI. 

Included in the Pioneer VI discoveries are: the twisting,spira1 flow of the solar 

wind; first census of average numbers of electrons in interplanetary space (5 to 10 per 

cubic centimeter); presence of singly-charged helium ions, and the many well-defined 

streams of solar cosmic rays shaped by intertwined magnetic field lines. 

Experimenters including Professor McCracken have put together these results into , 
a model description of the solar atmosphereq The 'model" can help predic t arrival of ~ 

dangerous solar particles at specific points in space q Itcan help to protect astronauts 

on trips to the Moon and p1anets o 

The model now is as follows: The solar wind, a mi11ion-mi1e-an-hour flow of ionized 

gases moving constantly outward from the surface of the sun, builds the magnetic field 

between planets by pulling out magnetic 1ds near the suno The wind alters these 1ds 

and its own directions, as its many "beams" collide. 

The solar magnetic field, which appears "snarled" near the sun, is bent still more 

as its lines of force are drawn further into interplanetary spaceq The field lines are 

twisted about each other with kinks as tight as 90 degrees or more. 
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They look like "many strands of spaghetti in a pot of boiling water," says 

Professor McCracken. The strands are good-sized, as much as 3 million kj10meters in 

cross-section. 

When a sun outburst releases quantities of charged particles (mostly hydrogen 

and helium nuclei left over from its regular process of squeezing four hydrogen nuclei 

into a single helium nucleus) the particles travel down the twisted magnetic field lines. 

They often move at several hundred million miles an hour. Moving in the well-defined 

streams set by the magnetic "spaghetti strands", these particles are the solar cosmic 

rays. Mapping their paths, as the GRC instruments do, also produces the outline of the 

magnetic fields. 

The streams of cosmic radiation, twisted but clearly separated, often persist 

for hours. The sun appears to store the energetic particles near its surface and release 

them over relatively long periods. 

In the coming flight, the GRC instrument will have one modification that will 

make direction-of-arriva1 data a little more precise. Revised "clock" circuits may 

make it possible to identify eight directions of cosmic ray arrival on each spin of 

the spacecraft. The pioneer VI instrument charted four directions. 

Timing and logic circuits in the GRC detector are based on the use of integrated 

circuits made in Dallas by Texas Instruments, Incorporated. Equal to a small computer 
, 
~ 

with nearly 600 circuits, the whole assembly is fitted to three circular cards, of 

baseball-size diameter. 

"Parade" of Spacecraft Will Watch Solar Storms 

Pushed into space by a Delta launch vehicle, Pioneer B/VII will travel into a 

rising tide of solar activity, expected to reach a peak "storm" period in 1969 during 

an 11-year cycle. Its goals will be to add to the model description of the solar 

atmosphere, and to help explain the mechanisms of the sun's corona and explosive surface 

events. 
-more
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There will be a small "parade" of spacecraft aiding in the observations. 
be in the "lead" in October; it 

Pioneer B/VII/will fall behind the Earth 38.5 days after launch. The Earth will pass 

between the sun and the spacecraft. This is the reverse of the Pioneer VI "race", 

in which the spacecraft caught up with the Earth and passed between it and the sun. 

By mid-October, the growth and death of solar events will be seen by four 

spacecraft as the sun turns past them in its 26-day rotation. The flaring storms 

will be seen first by Pioneer B/VII, which then will be two degrees and 3,200,000 

miles behind the Earth. Then, OGO (Orbiting Geophysical Observatory) III and Explorer
from near 

33 will see flares / the Earth, in their smaller orbits. 

Pioneer VI, still much in action, will be 54 degrees and 87,600,000 ahead of 

the Earth, and third in line to record an event. Finally, Mariner IV, the Mars fly-by 

vehicle of 1965, will make its observation, from 146 degrees and 172 million miles 

ahead of the Earth. 

Mariner IV missed the "wake" of the Earth's magnetic tail at 12 million miles 

out. It may have been blown aside by the solar wind. 

Pioneer B/VII will try to locate the tail of theoaar-drop field structure as 

it falls behind the Earth, about 3.5 million miles beyond our planet's orbit. 

Locating the tail and measuring its size may answer a key question about the ,,
shape of the magnetosphere, and how the interplanetary and Earth magnetic fields relate 

to each other. Another possibility is identification of the source of charged particles 

that form the Van Allen belts inside the magnetosphere. 

Pioneer B/Vllis nominal life is six months. If it stays healthy, as Pioneer VI 

has since last December, data returns may continue for as long as two years. 

Revision in Launch Vehicle Reduces 30-G "Bump" 

The improved Delta launch vehicle to be used in August has a new third stage, 

reducing launch forces from 30 GIS (30 times gravity) to about 22 GiS. 

The Pioneer packages are built by TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, California, 
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and the improved Delta was developed by Douglas Aircraft Company, Incorporated, Santa 

Monica, California. 

The GRC experiment is one of four from universities and private research 

organizations. 

The Pioneer program is directed by National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 

Office of Space Science and Applications. Project management is by NASA's Ames Research 

Center, near Mountain View, California. Launch vehicle management is by NASA's Goddard 

Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland; the launch itself is conducted by Kennedy 

Space Center's Unmanned Launch Operations. 

Communications, including commands to the Pioneer spacecraft and return of data 

will be by NASA's Deep Space Network (DSN), operated by Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

in Pasadena, California. 

--8-3-66--al mitchell GRC/pete waller NASA-Ames-

NOTE TO EDS: This release is prepared for the Graduate Research Center mailing list, but 
includes many of the details of the total Pioneer experiment and its relation to 
other programs. These background facts are also available in the press kit to be 
distributed by JACK KING, NASA Press Center, Cape Royal Office Building, Cocoa 
Beach, Floridao The Graduate Research Center Information Services is pleased to 
assist both the agencies and companies, as well as the science editors, in this 
preliminary coverage. f, 
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